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Abst rac t - -The  root structure of the equation sin(z) = cz is studied for Ic I < 1, and an iterative 
root finding method for the nonreal roots, based on an equation x = f(x) for the real part, is 
presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In problems involving the biharmonic equation in wedge regions, e.g., plane Stokes flow near a 
corner, the solution can often, locally or globally, be expressed as a superposition of biharmonic 
functions of the form r~+lo(0 ,  A), where r and 0 are polar coordinates and A a parameter with 
positive real part. The values of A which occur in a particular problem depend on the boundary 
conditions. For example, for plane Stokes flow in a wedge with rigid walls and opening angle c~, 
A must satisfy the one or the other of the equations 
sin(Aa) = -t-A sin(a). (1) 
Other examples of the occurrence of equation (1) are mentioned in [1]. 
In both equations in (1), A = 0 is a root, and A = 1 is a root of the one with the plus sign 
used, but in general neither of these two roots are of physical interest. For a = zr or 2zr, the 
equations have the infinitely many real roots A = nzr/a, where n is an integer; for all other values 
of a E ]0, 2rr] there are infinitely many nonreal roots, and for some values, a number of real ones, 
too. 
A few of the roots obtained via the Newton-Raphson technique were tabulated in [2,3] in 
connection with special applications. Investigations of the equations as such are found in [4], and 
in a paper by Kelmanson [1], which, so far, is the most detailed one. Kelmanson found analytical 
approximations to the roots, used his results to illustrate certain of the global properties of the 
solution, and compared his approximations with values found by numerical solution. 
Previous investigators have characterized the solution structure as being very complicated and 
displaying an involved scheme with branch points. In the following, we show that it is possible 
to give a rather simple description of the solution structure. Kelmanson [1] used the Newton- 
Raphson technique to evaluate the nonreal roots. He reports that a judicious initialization is 
then required, and that  the full numerical solution is not necessarily straightforward to obtain. 
In Section 4, we present a simple method for finding the nonreal roots. 
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In the sequel we use the notat ion z -- ha  and 
so from now on, we write (1) as 
c = :t: sin(a) , (2) 
c~ 
s in (z )  = oz.  (3) 
We express our results in connection with (3) rather than (1), since the root structure of (3) as a 
function of c, and thus, via (2), of a,  is simpler to describe. In (1), a E ]0, 2~r], so that  [c[ E [0, 1[. 
The values c = J=l are also of interest, since they occur when the wedge degenerates into a strip. 
We shall therefore assume that  c is real and c E [ -1,  1]. The equations 
sin(x) cosh(y) = cx ,  cos(x) sinh(y) - cy, (4) 
where x denotes the real and y the imaginary part  of z, are then equivalent with (3). I t  is seen 
that  if z is a root of (3), - z ,  the complex conjugate z*, and -z* ,  are roots, too, and that  the 
only root with vanishing real part  is z = 0. Thus, it is suffices to look for roots with x > 0 and 
y > 0, but since the results are simpler to express if one considers the entire half plane x > 0, we 
shall henceforth do so. 
2. THE REAL  ROOTS 
Many propert ies of the real roots are immediately evident from Figure 1 and are also found 
in [1,4]. They  are included here for reference. 
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F igure  1. The  funct ion sin(x)/x and the  va lues c = =Esin(~)/(~ for c~ = 150 ° and  
(~ = 165 °. It  is seen that  for a = 150 °, the  equat ion  s in(x)  - cx has  two real  roots  
larger  than  7r, if c -- - s in (a ) /a ,  and  none, if c = s in (a ) /a ,  whi le  for a = 165 °, there  
axe four  real  roots  if c --- - s in (a ) /a  and two if c = s in (a ) /a .  
Figure 1 shows that  for Icl > 0, the number of real roots is finite and decreasing as Ic] increases. 
In the interval ]0, ~r[, there is exactly one real root if 0 < c < 1 and none if c < 0. If  c -- s in (~) /a ,  
is a root of equation (3). Thus, in that  case, and if ~ E ]0, ?r[, the root in ]0, 7r[ is c~ itself. A 
root c~ of (3) corresponds to the root A = 1 of equation (1). In the discussion of the roots in 
Re z > 7r, it is convenient o use the following. 
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DEFINITIONS. For M a posit ive integer, I + denotes the interval ]2M~r, (2M + 1)Tr[, I M the 
interval ] (2M - 1)lr, 2Mzr[, and IM = I + [ J I  M. The symbol  X M denotes the root o f  the equation 
tan(x)  = x in I +,  i f  c > O, and the one in IM, i f  c < O. 
The values xM are relevant for our discussion because tan(x) -- x at all local ext rema of the 
function s in(x) /z .  Clearly [s in(xM)[/XM = (1 + x2)  -1/2 decreases with increasing M. So, as 
[c] increases from 0 towards 1, the two real roots of (3), which are currently the largest ones, 
disappear each t ime [c[ passes through a value I s in(xM)[ /XM. We shall see later that  the quant i ty 
q - -  (c -2 - 1) 1/2 (5) 
plays a crucial role for the nonreal roots. 
some XN, then q = xg,  and 
We therefore note now that  if [c] = ]sin(xN)[/z N for 
[sin(xN+I)[ Isin(xN)[ 
< [Cl ~ - -  ~ XN ~ q < XN+I. (6) 
XN+I XN 
The results on the real roots are included in the theorem in Section 3. 
The numerical determination of the real roots is straightforward. If  there are two roots in an 
interval I+M or IM, an obvious choice of method is Newton's with the lower and upper end of the 
interval used as initial approximations. 
3.  THE NONREAL ROOTS 
The equations in (4) show that  for a nonreal root with x > 0, x is in an interval ]2MTr, (2M + 
1/2)7r[ if c > 0, and in an interval ](2M - 1)Tr, (2M - 1/2)7r[, if c < 0. Here M is a positive 
integer. (Equation (8) below shows that  there are no roots with 0 < x < 7r/2.) These intervals 
are the left halves of the intervals I + and I M. 
Solving for sin(x) and cos(x) in (4) and squaring, we find that  for a root z = x + iy, x can be 
expressed in terms of y as 
Z= fl(y,[c,) ~-- ( (COSh(y) )  
2 Y 2 1/2 
(7) 
Dividing the one equation in (4) by the other one, we also see that  
tan(z)  tanh(y) 
- -  - - -  ( s )  
x y 
Thus, (7) and (8) hold for all roots of (3). Conversely, (7) and (8) imply that  sin2(x) cosh2(y) - 
(cx) 2 -- cos2(x) sinh 2 - (cy )  2 = 0. Therefore, if c > 0 and z is in an interval ]2MTr, (2M + 1/2)zr[, 
or if c < 0 and x is in an interval ](2M - 1 )7r , (2M-  1/2)r[,  x + iy is a root of (3) if x and y 
satisfy (7) and (8). 
Figure 2 shows the function f l  for some values of Ic] and the function x -- f2(y) defined by 
equation (8). The latter one is multivalued with a branch in each of the intervals I + and I~-l, 
M > 0. There is no branch in the interval ]0, r /2 [  since tan(x ) /x  > 1 there, and tanh(y) /y  < 1 for 
all y. Every branch of f2 is monotonously decreasing in y _> 0 from the value XM, corresponding 
to the branch in question, to 2M1r or (2M-1) r .  Since f l  increases from q to infinity as y increases 
from 0 to oc, every branch of f2, for which f2(O) > q, intersects f l (x ,  [cl) = f l (x ,  (1 + q2)-1/2) 
once and only once. in y > 0, and these intersections are the roots. We combine these results with 
those on the real roots in the following theorem. 
THEOREM ON THE ROOTS OF THE EQUATION sin(z) ---- cz FOR 0 < ]C] < 1. In the strip 0 < 
Re z < 7r, there is exact ly  one root, which is real, i f  c > O, and none i f  c < O. In terms of  
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F igure  2. The  sol id curves are the funct ion  x = ft(f l ,  [c[) w i th  c = 4 -s in (e ) /a  for 
= 00,90 °, 150 °,  165 °,  and for  a = 257.45 °. (For  e = 257.45.. ° s in (~) /a  assumes 
i ts  smal les t  va lue . )  The  branches  o f  x = f2 (y )  a re  shown as  dashed curves  for c > 0, 
and  as  dash-dot ted  ones  for c < 0. The  nonrea l  roots  a re  a t  the  in tersect ions  o f  
f l  and  f2-  The  rea l  roots  a re  shown for (~ --  150 ° (c i rc les  w i th  cent re  dots ) ,  and  
(~ = 165 ° (c rosses  or  dots )•  
.~  = 0 ° 
-~  = 900 
.-a = 150 o 
. a  = 1650 
-a  = 257.45.  0 
the previously defined quantities I +, IM, [M, and XM, the root distribution in the half-plane 
Re z > lr is as follows. 
I f  XN < q < XN+I, there are precisely two roots in each strip 
SM = {(x,y) Ix  e IM,--co < y < co}. (9) 
They are real if M < N, and nonreal and complex conjugate if M > N. If  q -- XN, the same 
holds for all strips except SN; in SN, XN is then the only root. 
In a strip SM with M <_ N the roots are in I +, if c > O, and in IM, if c < O. In a strip SM 
with M > N, the real part of the roots is in the interval ]2M~r, (2M + 1/2)7r[, if c > O, and in 
](2M - 1)Ir, (2M - 1/2)7r[, i fc  < O. 
I t  is now clear how the roots vary with varying a. Assume for definiteness that  the plus sign 
applies in (1). For a -- 0, the nonreal roots then are at the intersections of the curve x = f](y, 1) 
and the branches of x -- f2(Y) which are in the strips where x E I + (the dashed curves in 
Figure 2). As a increases to lr, c decreases to 0, and q = (c -2 - 1) 1/2 increases to infinity. 
Since the apex of the curve x -- f l(Y, Icl) is at x -- q, the curve thereby moves to the right, so 
that  the roots (the intersections with the branches of x = f2(Y)) move towards the real axis. 
The roots starting with x E I + reach the real axis when q = XM, and then move in opposite 
directions along the axis arriving at x = 2Mlr and (2M + 1)1r, respectively, when a = 7r. When 
grows beyond lr, q decreases o that  the curve x = f l(Y, Icl) moves back towards the left. The 
real roots first continue to move along the axis, but when one of them reaches the intersections 
with a branch of x = f2(Y) corresponding to a negative value of c (a dash-dotted curve), it 
moves out along that  branch to the intersection with the curve x = f l (Y , - c l ) .  Here cl denotes 
Min (sin(a)/a). The minimum value is assumed for a -- 257.45.. °. As a increases further, q also 
increases, since c is negative. Therefore the root moves towards the real axis and finally along 
it ending (when a = 21r) at the point where it was for a = 7r. The variation of the two roots 
start ing with 47r < x < 5~r is shown in Figure 3. 
4 .  AN ITERAT ION METHOD FOR THE NONREAL  ROOTS 
We now present a simple method for computing the nonreal roots in which we first find the 
real part from an equation of the form x = f(x) ,  which can be solved by iteration, and thereafter 
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Figure 3. The heavy curves how the variation with a of two roots in/2 with arrows 
pointing in the directions of growing a. Some intermediate values of ~ are indicated. 
For c~ = 180 ° two roots, which start outside the figure, enter at x = 37r and x ~- 6~r, 
respectively; when they are nonreal, each of them is the complex conjugate of one of 
the two roots shown here. (The choice between directions of motion of the two roots 
in a complex conjugate pair, when they change from being nonreal to real and vice 
versa., is arbitrary.) 
compute the imaginary part  by means of formula (10) below. The functions f l  and f2 defined 
in Section 3 cannot be used to construct such an equat ion for x. On the other hand, the two 
equat ions in (4) can. To this end we solve the left equation in (4) with respect o y 
y=g(x)=ln  ~ ÷  
and the r ight one with respect o x 
2 _ 1) 1/2) 
(10) 
cy ) (11) x = h(y)  =- 2M~r ± arccos sin-~y) " 
In (11) the plus sign is used if c > 0, and the minus sign if c < 0. Insert ing (10) in (11) we 
obta in  the desired equation x = f (x )  =- h(g(x) ) .  It can be solved by i terat ion if I f ' (x) J  < 1 in a 
ne ighbourhood of a root (see, e.g., [5, p. 22]). In order to show that  this condit ion is fulfilled we 
first note that  from the equations in (4), which define g and h, it follows that  at a root x + iy, 
g ' (x )  = -h~(y) .  Since fP = g~h ~ is continuous there, it then suffices to show that  Ih'(y)[ < 1 at a 
root. To est imate the derivative 
h'(y)  = H(ycosh(y )  - sinh(y)) (12) 
(sinh2(y) _ (cy)~) 1/2 s inh(y) '  
we use series expansions to derive the following inequal ity valid for y > 0: 
oo 2n 1 
ycosh(y)  - sinh(y) = ~ (2n + 1)[ y2n+l < y2sinh(y)" (13) 
n=l  
This inequal i ty  and the facts that  Ic[ ~ 1 and sinh2(y) - y2 > y4/3  imply that  
y2 1 
h'(y)  < 3 (sinh2(y) - y2) 1/2 < v/3 (14) 
for y > 0. Consequently, ]f~(x)l < 1/3 < 1 in a neighbourhood of a root• 
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In order to test our method, we used it with c = :k s in(a) /a  and a stepping at intervals of 5 ° 
from 5 ° to 355 °. As M increases, the real part x of a root in IM approaches (2M :k 1/2)~r. For 
each a we therefore first found the root in I10, using 207r :t: 1/27r as start approximation to x. 
Descending through the intervals IM, and for each M using a start approximation which was 27r 
less than  the real part  of the root in lM+l ,  we could compute all roots without complications. 
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